Biomimetic functional surfaces are attracting increasing attention for various technological applications, especially the superhydrophobic surfaces inspired by plant leaves. However, the replication of the complex hierarchical microstructures is limited by the traditional fabrication techniques. In this paper, superhydrophobic micro-scale artificial hairs with eggbeater heads inspired by Salvinia molesta leaf was fabricated by the Immersed surface accumulation three dimensional (3D) printing process. Multi-walled carbon nanotubes were added to the photocurable resins to enhance the surface accumulation three dimensional (3D) printing process. Multi-walled carbon nanotubes were added to the photocurable resins to enhance the surface roughness and mechanical strength of the microstructures. The 3D printed eggbeater surface reveals interesting properties in terms of superhydrophobicity and petal effect. The results show that a hydrophilic material can macroscopically behave as hydrophobic if a surface has proper micro-structured features. The controllable adhesive force (from 23 μN to 55 μN) can be easily tuned with different number of eggbeater arms for potential applications such as micro hand for droplet manipulation. Furthermore, a new energy-efficient oil/water separation solution based on our biomimetic structures was demonstrated. The results show that the 3D-printed eggbeater structure could have numerous applications, including water droplet separation, 3D cell culture, micro reactor, oil spill clean-up, and oil/water separation.

Nature provides a wide range of functional surfaces, which inspires the study of biomimetic smart surface for various practical applications.[1–4] One of the interesting inspirations is the super-hydrophobic surfaces, which have attracted great attention because of the high scientific and economic interests, such as self-cleaning, antisticky, oil/water separation, microreactors, and microdroplet manipulation.[5–15] One classical example is the super-hydrophobic surface with lotus effect for self-cleaning. Water droplet forms almost a perfect sphere and slides easily on the hierarchically structured lotus leaf consisting of nanostructure hydrophobic wax crystals.[16] Another example is the unique combination of hydrophilic path on super-hydrophobic surfaces (“Salvinia effect”), which demonstrates an effective design for long-term air retention and droplet manipulation.[17,18] The hierarchical architecture of the leaf surface is dominated by complex elastic eggbeater-shaped hairs coated with nanoscopic wax crystals and hydrophilic patches on the terminal cells. Many efforts have been performed to produce artificial biomimetic super-hydrophobic surfaces. For example, the super-hydrophobic films prepared by electro-deposition and hydrothermal methods with mesh-like, ball cactus-like, and tilted nanorod structures.[19–21] However, some of the complicated architectures in nature far exceed the capability of the traditional fabrication techniques, which hinders the progress of biomimetic surface study. The eggbeater structures with sizes 100 times scale down compared with the real features in nature were fabricated by lithography. However, the contact angle is only 122° (not super-hydrophobic) and the air volume generated on the bottom surface is limited due to the dimension of such microfeatures.[19] High water contact angles with salvinia effect have been obtained by coating carbon nanotube on stainless steel surface.[22] To mimic salvinia effect, additive manufacturing (3D printing) that has wide applications in industry, academia and daily usages could be an effective way to fabricate such complicated architectures.[23,24]

Here we present an innovative way to fabricate biomimetic super-hydrophobic eggbeater structure with controllable surface morphology. The artificial surfaces with interesting structure-related functions were replicated according to the eggbeater structure design in Salvinia molesta hairs by using a novel additive manufacturing process named immersed surface accumulation based 3D (ISA-3D) printing. This technique, based on the accumulation of material along the movement of light guide tool inside photocurable resin, allows one to realize the fabrication of multiscale structures on the surface of an inserted object. Furthermore, the
controllable features (size, number of eggbeater arms, gap distance) were tailored to study their effects on the hydrophobic property and water adhesion. In addition, multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) were added in liquid resin because of their ability to remove the static charges accumulated on the surfaces and to increase surface roughness.\[25,26\] The unusual wetting characteristics of an eggbeater surface are governed by both chemical composition and geometric structure.\[7,27\]

The 3D printed surfaces show super-hydrophobicity and structure-dependent water adhesion. The adhesive force is easily tuned (23–55 $\mu$N) with the increment of number of eggbeater arms, which is different from other fabrication methods such as by controlling the density and diameter of nanotubes.\[14,21\] This special capability allows nonloss water transportation for applications such as the droplet-based micro-reactors. The petal effect of the eggbeater surface makes it suitable for 3D cell culture to naturally mimic avascular tumor with inherent metabolic and proliferative gradients.\[28\] Here we demonstrate that our 3D-printed eggbeater structure presents an effective way of oil absorption and oil/water separation attributed to the different interfacial effects of oil and water for future separation device design.

Plant and animal species that survive on the water surface have evolved special super-hydrophobic air-retaining properties to prevent wetting and submersion. In the “lotus effect,” the water droplet has a large contact angle (CA $\approx 161^\circ$) and a low sliding angle $2^\circ$ on the surface.\[30\] In contrast, for the “petal effect,” the Rose petals show super-hydrophobicity (CA $\approx 152^\circ$) with strong adhesion that pins water droplets.\[31\] Inspired by these plants, artificial super-hydrophobic surfaces have attracted much interest due to their potential applications, e.g., in self-cleaning, oil/water separation, antireflection, and microdroplet transportation.\[5-15,32\] In these applications, controlling the liquid adhesion toward the target surface is particularly important because it is the adhesive property that ultimately determines the dynamic action of the liquid on the surface.\[33\]

The upper side of the floating leaves of S. Molesta is densely covered with complex multicellular hairs (Figure 1a) to form a super-hydrophobic surface (Figure 1b). The terminal ends of the four hairs are connected, forming an eggbeater-shaped structure (Figure 1c). Recent research shows that even a hydrophilic material can macroscopically behave as hydrophobic if surface has certain microstructured features.\[15,34\] Inspired
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**Figure 1.** Biomimetic super-hydrophobic structure. a) Morphology of S. Molesta leaf, upper side of the leaf surface is densely covered with eggbeater hairs; b) a spherical water droplet on top; c) SEM image of the eggbeater hair structure, (a–c) reproduced with permission.\[59\] Copyright 2016, IOP Publishing; d) water and oil on the flat surface, after nanocoating, 3D printed micro pillar surface and 3D printed eggbeater surface; e) SEM images of 3D-printed eggbeater arrays (the insert image shows the magnification of one hair).
by this work, microscale super-hydrophobic eggbeater structures were designed and fabricated based on a hydrophilic photocurable resin by 3D printing (see the Experimental Section). The flat surface made with E-glass/MWCNT shows hydrophilic and super-oleophilic properties. After sputtering nanoscopic coatings on the surface, the flat surface shows super-hydrophobic (slippery surface) and oleophobic property (Figure 1d). For the 3D-printed pillar arrays, the structure shows hydrophobic and oleophilic property. A series of hierarchical structures with eggbeater hairs on the top of pillar arrays were fabricated by the developed ISA-3D printing process to mimic the S. Molesta leaf. The stalk of an artificial hair has a height of 700 µm and a diameter of 300 and 150 µm on the bottom and top, respectively. The head is fabricated by intersecting different number of circumferences with a diameter of 35 µm and a height of 250 µm (Figure 1e). The sizes are designed according to the eggbeater and pillars in nature. The results show the 3D-printed eggbeater surface has a strong hydrophobicity and a good controllability of water droplet by turning upside down (Petal effect) as well as super-oleophilic property (Figure 1d). The petal effect is attributed to the high adhesion of hydrophilic tips (discussed below). Besides, the contact angle hysteresis is tested to be 69.5° for the 3D printed eggbeater structure. A comparison of our work with others is shown in Table 1. The super-hydrophobic property of our 3D-printed structure is attributed to the surface tension and the low surface fraction of the contact area between the water droplet and the eggbeater tip. The four arms bent together at the terminal ends to create as much surface per height difference as possible to maximum the energy that is required for the water to penetrate into the region. The simulation by Comsol MultiPhysics (Figure S5, Supporting information) shows that the elastic properties of the eggbeater hairs allow a small deformation of the air–water interface in both directions to restore the equilibrium position. The Salvinia effect opens intriguing perspectives for designing artificial surfaces on the basis of the super-hydrophobic and super-oleophilic properties for a wide range of applications such as droplet control, nonloss microdroplet transport, drag reducing surface coating, and oil/water separation.

Inspired by the computer numerically controlled (CNC) accumulation process,[18–40] an immersed surface accumulation based 3D printing process has been developed (Figure 2a). The key component of the ISA-3D printing system is a light guide tool consisted of optical fibers and objective lens for continuous 2D light beam projection (Figure S1, Supporting Information). The light guide tool is merged inside a tank that is filled with photocurable liquid resin (E-glass/MWCNTs) (Figure 2b). Combining both dynamically controlled light beam projection with the 5-axis movement of the light guide tool, the ISA-3D printing method can construct microscale features on the surface of a macroscale object by selectively curing liquid resin into solid. Unlike most additive manufacturing processes, the ISA-3D printing can be applied to modify the surface functionality of an inserted object (Figure 2e). For the surface accumulation process, a straight light guide tool (light intensity 28.5 mW cm−2) is merged inside liquid photocurable resin. To generate high resolution 2D patterned light beam, a digital micromirror device (DMD) chip is applied in the optical imaging system (Figure 2b). Accordingly, the resin is solidified by the 2D patterned light beam defined by the DMD chip on the top surface of the light guide tool. After the first cured layer is attached on the inserted object, the guide tool moves away with a designed speed. During the movement, sufficient resin will fill the curing area since the light guide tool is immersed in liquid resin. The cured resin can be safely detached from the light guide tool by applying a polymethylsiloxane coating on the tip of the optical fiber (Figure 2e). The dimension of the light beam used in our prototyping system for resin accumulation is 3.67 mm × 2.75 mm. Since the resolution of the DMD chip is 1920 × 1080, the resolution of the light beam in our ISA-3D printing system is 2.5 µm per pixel. In addition, the relative position of the light guide tool and the preexisting object can be determined using the integrated vision system. In the further study, other light guide tools in different shapes and sizes will be designed to address the problem of building features on object surfaces with different orientations.[41]

Table 1. Comparison of the 3D-printed super-hydrophobic structure with other works.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Contact angle</th>
<th>Super-hydrophobic</th>
<th>Scale (compared with nature)</th>
<th>Adhesive force</th>
<th>Nonloss transport</th>
<th>Oil/water separation</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Natural plant (S. Molesta)</td>
<td>152°</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>Multiscale</td>
<td>Uncontrollable</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>[17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrospinning</td>
<td>166.5°</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>Nanoscale</td>
<td>Uncontrollable</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>[9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Membrane template</td>
<td>162°</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>Nanoscale</td>
<td>Controllable</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>[14]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrochemical anodizing</td>
<td>152–160°</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>Nanoscale</td>
<td>Controllable</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>[21]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Membrane template</td>
<td>160°</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>Nanoscale</td>
<td>Uncontrollable</td>
<td>√ (magnetic field)</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>[33]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vapor corrosion, Thiolate reaction</td>
<td>155–160°</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>Nanoscale</td>
<td>Controllable</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>[35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dipcoating</td>
<td>150–155°</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>2 µm</td>
<td>Controllable</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>[16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ink-jet printing</td>
<td>155–160°</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>Micro: 20 µm</td>
<td>Uncontrollable</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>[37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithography</td>
<td>122°</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>100 times scale down (micro)</td>
<td>Uncontrollable</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>[19]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Our ISA-3D Printing</td>
<td>152–170°</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>1:1 to Nature, multiscale</td>
<td>Controllable</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>Or our work</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The biomimetic micro eggbeater structure is designed by Solidworks and fabricated using the ISA-3D printing process. Figure 3a shows the 3D-printing process of the structure by using E-glass/MWCNTs composites. The process planning setting for the ISA-3D printing process (Figure S1k,l, Supporting Information) is discussed in the Experimental Section. The arrays of artificial hairs used in the tests were arranged by following a 2D hexagonal lattice structure with spaces \( d = 400 \) \( \mu \)m between neighbor stalks. As shown in Figure 3 b–e, designs with different number of eggbeater arms were fabricated to study its effect on the super-hydrophobic property of the bioinspired structure. The excellent mechanical property of carbon nanotubes makes the 3D-printed hairs stable. Hence the suspended eggbeater structure will not collapse nor adhere with each other (the modulus was increased from 161 to 455 MPa with 0.5 wt% MWCNT). Besides, the super-hydrophobicity increases with the addition of MWCNTs because of the increment of surface roughness (Figure S4, Supporting Information). Eggbeater structures were fabricated in the form of square array with lateral size 3.67 mm \( \times \) 2.75 mm (4 \( \times \) 5 array). The results show that the 3D-printed eggbeater structure behaves as a super-hydrophobic surface, even though the component material (E-glass with MWCNT) shows hydrophilic behavior on flat configuration (a contact angle of 65° on flat surface) (Figure 3f). The super-hydrophobic properties were studied by adjusting the number of eggbeater arms and the gap distance between each stalk of the artificial hair (Figure 3f). The artificial surface proved to be super-hydrophobic with a contact angle of 170° for \( N = 2, d = 0.5 \) mm and 152° for \( N = 4, d = 0.4 \) mm (Figure 3g) (Figure S3, Supporting Information). It is noticed that the printed structure with \( N = 0 \) possess a Wenzel state where the water droplets are pinned in the pillar arrays.[17,19,42] As reported, there are four different kinds of contact regime for the eggbeater structure in contact with water W–W, CB–CB, WM–CBm, CBm–Wm (W represent Wenzel; CB represents Cassie–Baxter; subscript “M” is for “Macro,” “m” is for “micro”).[19] For the CB–CB state, the contact angle is predicated by

\[
\cos(\theta_{CB}) = f_{LA} \cos(\theta) - f_L
\]

For \( N \geq 2 \), due to the hydrophilic property of the composite that we used, the water droplet is partially merged inside the eggbeater arms but not through the whole structure to the bottom. In this case, air is trapped between different eggbeater arrays.[17,19,42] As reported, there are four different kinds of contact regime for the eggbeater structure in contact with water W–W, CB–CB, WM–CBm, CBm–Wm (W represent Wenzel; CB represents Cassie–Baxter; subscript “M” is for “Macro,” “m” is for “micro”).[19] For the CB–CB state, the contact angle is predicated by

\[
\cos(\theta_{CB}) = f_{LA} \cos(\theta) - f_L
\]
Figure 3. Schematic diagram of the fabrication process of eggbeater structures by the ISA-3D printing. a) The eggbeater array model by Solidworks, sliced in our digital micromirror device based Stereolithography (DMD-based SL) software and optical microscopy images show the side and top views of the printed parts; the models and SEM images of the 3D-printed eggbeater arrays with different number of arms (b, N = 2; c, N = 4; d, N = 6; e, N = 8); f) contact angle and test pictures for different numbers of N and gap distance d (scale bar 500 µm); and g) a comparison of the experimental and simulated contact angles with CB–CB and W–CB models for different patterns.
Here \( f_{SL} \) and \( f_{LA} \) represent the fraction of solid–liquid interface and liquid–air interface, respectively.[19] As for the mixed CB\(_{Wm}\)–W\(_m\) state (lower/macro-Cassie–Baxter and upper/micro-Wenzel) with the water droplet pinned on the top of eggbeater arms and an air layer is trapped between the substrate and the bottom of hairs' heads. The contact angle can be predicted by

\[
\cos(\theta_{CA}) = R f_{SL} \cos(\theta) - f_{LA}
\]  

Interestingly Equation (2) predicts a hydrophobic behavior of the structured surface \((\theta_{CA} > 90^\circ)\) even if \(\theta < 90^\circ\) (i.e., pristine hydrophilic material), if the following condition is satisfied

\[ F_{LA} \geq R \cos(\theta)/\[1 + \cos(\theta)\] F_{SL} \geq R \cos(\theta)/\[1 + \cos(\theta)\].\]  

It is noticed that the surface roughness of the eggbeater structure is increased with the addition of MWNT (Figure S3b, Supporting Information), which increases the super-hydrophobicity. The predicted \(\theta_{CA}^S\) and \(\theta_{CA}^W\) is 154° and 149°, respectively. The test results of our 3D-printed structures (152°) are between these two states (Figures S3b and Figure S4, Supporting Information). Together with the optical microscope images, we believe the presence of a CB\(_{Wm}\)–W\(_m\) regime in the middle and CB–CB regime in the edges when the 3D printed surface is in contact with water droplet. This CB regime in the edges provides enough liquid air contact area to support the super-hydrophobic effect, and the micro-Wenzel (W\(_m\)) state in the middle makes the high CA hysteresis and petal effect.

The contact angle decreases with the increment of \(N\). This is attributed to the increase of contact area between the eggbeater tip and the water droplet. However, the eggbeater structure with two arms \((N = 2)\) is fragile and easy to break during our test (the simulation results support the test, which show the largest deformation exists in the eggbeater arrays with \(N = 2\) and the smallest for \(N = 8\). This is because less stress is distributed on each arm with the increment of \(N\) (Figure S5, Supporting Information). Therefore, the best performance of the eggbeater arrays is \(N = 4\) if considering both super-hydrophobicity and strength of the structure. Besides, the hydrophilic tip of the eggbeater arrays is causing zero velocity conditions at the surface of the wetted area. This will promote the stabilization of the air–water interface at a predefined level on conditions at the surface of the wetted area. This will promote hydrophilic tip of the eggbeater arrays is causing zero velocity

The comparison shows the adhesive force increases with the number of \(N\) (Figure S7, Supporting Information). It is noticed that the average tip adhesive force of the 3D-printed eggbeater structure is \(F = 29.3\ \mu N\) (for \(N = 4\), much larger than the eggbeater-shaped trichome on the S. Molesta leaves \((F = 19.5\ \mu N)\)[43]. For the 3D-printed array, the adhesive force is calculated to be \(\approx 4 \times 5 \times 29.3 = 586\ \mu N\), which is much larger than the gravity force of one droplet \((3\ mg \times 9.8\ N\ kg^{-1} = 29.4\ \mu N)\). It demonstrates that the large water adhesive force presenting at the tips of the eggbeater structures is a key factor for the petal effect. Like the S. Molesta leaves, this large water adhesion force of the 3D-printed eggbeater-shaped hairs is also one key factor for the persistence of the air layer on the surface due to the pinning of the air–water interface.[17]

The controllable adhesion allows the obtained super-hydrophobic eggbeater microstructures to be used for a wide variety of applications. Liquid droplets are usually transported by utilizing another immiscible liquid as a flow carrier, which is proven to be rather cumbersome since a large quantity of reagent is consumed.[44] On the contrary, the manipulation of microdroplets in a drop-to-drop setting is a simple and efficient way for the liquid droplet based microreactor systems due to its advantages of high flexibility and low cost.[45] Herein, we demonstrate an application of the 3D-printed eggbeater structure with high adhesion in the liquid-droplet-based microreactors. In the test, syringe needles were used to transport different types of water droplets and our 3D-printed super-hydrophobic structures were used as the reaction substrate. A water droplet \((2\ \mu L)\) containing FeCl\(_3\) \((0.5\ mol\ L^{-1})\) was first deposited onto the super-hydrophobic surface (Figure 4a) and then another droplet containing KOH \((3\ mol\ L^{-1})\) was added. The two droplets coalesced after contact and brown Fe(OH)\(_3\) was produced due to the reaction between Fe\(^{3+}\) and OH\(^-\) (Figure 4a); FeCl\(_3\) + 3KOH = Fe(OH)\(_3\)↓ + 3KCl. The droplet keeps a round shape due to the super-hydrophobic property of the eggbeater surface. The comparison shows that the products of Fe(OH)\(_3\) turn from dark brown to light brown with the decrease of mole ratio of KOH from 1.5 to 0.3 mol L\(^{-1}\) (Figure 4b,c). The phenomenon is easy to observe with the microscope due to the super-hydrophobic structures and the mixed droplets staying on the surface for a long time. This method based on microdroplet retention has the advantages of high flexibility, significant

\[ F = -\frac{\partial W}{\partial b} = \frac{\partial A}{\partial b} \sigma \]
material saving, and low cost to distinguish different mole ratio of solvents. Such droplet-based microreactor has shown significant advances in protein crystallization, enzymatic kinetics, and other biochemical reactions.[46]

The water adhesive force of eggbeater structure can be adjusted and increases with the increment of eggbeater arms (from 23 µN for N = 2 to 55 µN for N = 8, Figure 4d and Figure S7, Supporting Information). The tunable effect of the adhesion is ascribed to different wetting states and the changes of contact areas between the eggbeater arms with water droplet. Two eggbeater structures with N = 4, d = 300 µm and N = 4, d = 400 µm were used to split the droplet (Figure 4e). The results show that the dyed water droplet was split into two parts that stay on the eggbeater structure. The split process is attributed to the similar adhesive force for N = 4, d = 300 µm and N = 4, d = 400 µm (F₁ ≈ F₂, assuming that the contact areas on the top and bottom are similar). In comparison, the nonloss water droplet transport can be achieved by using the eggbeater

Figure 4. Demonstration of some applications of the 3D-printed super-hydrophobic eggbeater structure a) A water droplet based microreactor; b,c) the reaction of FeCl₃ (0.5 mol L⁻¹) with various mole ratios of KOH to generate different colors of products; d) adhesive force of eggbeater structure for N = 4 and N = 8; e) split process of one dyed water droplet by two eggbeater structures, both with N = 4; f) pictures show the nonloss water transport process from an eggbeater structure (N = 4) to another one with larger adhesive force (N = 8); g) for the 3D Cell Culture, Breast Cancer cell (MCF-7) aggregation process in one droplet hanging on the printed eggbeater structure (N = 4), insert figure shows the top view of homogeneous cells and aggregated cells (cell density 50 000 cell mL⁻¹), the droplet size change is attributed to the evaporation of nutrition liquids over time.
structures with significantly different adhesive forces. As shown in Figure 4f, a water droplet was first placed on the printed eggbeater super-hydrophobic surface with \( N = 4 \) (step 1). Then the sticky patterned surface was put upside down for the transport (step 2). It was then completely transferred from the surface \( N = 4 \) to the surface \( N = 8 \) (step 3) \( \left( F_1 = 469 \, \mu \text{N} \ll F_2 = 880 \, \mu \text{N} \right) \). Finally, the water droplet was released and keeps the round shape on the surface for \( N = 8 \) (step 4). Hence the 3D-printed eggbeater structure can be used as a microhand to transfer small water droplets (2 \( \mu \text{L} \)) from a super-hydrophobic surface to another one without loss or contamination, which may lead to applications such as microsample analysis.\[14,47,48\]

Using a 3D cell culture technique to grow cells can more closely mimic natural tissues and organs than growing cells in 2D. In 2D cell culture, cells are grown on flat dishes made of polystyrene plastic that is very stiff and unnatural. The cells adhere and spread on this plastic surface and form unnatural cell attachments to proteins that are deposited and denatured on this synthetic surface.\[49\] In comparison, cells attach to one another and form natural cell-to-cell attachments in 3D cell culture, which is flexible and pliable like natural tissues. Recent studies have confirmed that 3D cultured tumor spheroid is more resistant to drugs compared with 2D cell cultures due to cell–cell contact response and internal protective mechanisms.\[30\] To make 3D cell culture, our eggbeater structure was tested based on its petal effect. It was found that cell suspension droplets were well fixed on the 3D-printed structure. First the eggbeater structure was put upside down for the addition of droplet containing MCF-7 cancer cells and nutrition. The process was monitored in an optical microscope. The cancer cells show homogeneous distribution in the droplet initially and then aggregate to the bottom to form a spheroid. The cell spheroid was developed by gravity in the suspended droplets, which provides a 3D environment that more accurately recapitulates the in vivo tumor compared to 2D cell culture (Figure 4g). In this 3D cell culture environment, cells can exert forces on one another as well as move and migrate as they do in vivo.

The previous study demonstrates that super-hydrophobic eggbeater structure with controllable adhesion have various potential applications, such as nonloss transport of microdroplets, the analysis of very small volumes of liquid samples, tissue engineering, drug discovery, and drug delivery monitoring.

Environmental protection and economic development have increased the demand for materials that can effectively separate oil–water mixtures.\[51–53\] The petroleum industry also requires increased the demand for materials that can effectively separate oil–water mixtures.\[51–53\] The previous study demonstrates that super-hydrophobic eggbeater structure, made with a hydrophilic material, shows remarkable super-hydrophobic property and petal effect. The super-hydrophobic property and tunable adhesion is related to the number of eggbeater arms and the gap distance between each hair. It opens intriguing perspectives for designing artificial surfaces on the basis of eggbeater structure to form a super-hydrophobic surface. Based on the study, we demonstrated the potential applications in the droplet-based microreactors, nonloss water transport, 3D cell culture and oil/water separation via our 3D-printed eggbeater structures. We believe that the reported results would be helpful to further understand the effect of wetting states on the surface adhesion and the fabrication principle for a super-hydrophobic surface.
with controllable adhesion. Furthermore, considering the efficient fabrication strategy of our method, the 3D-printed structures are potentially useful in biomedical and environmental engineering, such as microdroplet manipulation, droplet-based biodetection, drug test, and massive oil/water separation.

**Experimental Section**

**Preparation of Polymer/MWCNTs Composite Resin**: The photocurable polymer resin E-glass was purchased from Envisiontec (Dearborn, MI) and used as received. MWCNTs (length (1–5 µm) and outer diameter (5–15 nm), from Bucky USA Inc.) was mixed with polymer resin for 2 h under a magnetic stirring and then ultrasonic bath for 30 min. The composite was degassed in the vacuum before fabrication. Oil red dye was purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Light and heavy crude oils were purchased from ONTA. Premium Quality Mechanical Vacuum oil was purchased from Edwards (Ultragrade 19). Kroger food colors (blue, red, yellow) were purchased from Amazon to make the dyed water. The super-hydrophobic and oleophobic nanocoating was purchased from Ultra-Ever Dry.

**Immersed Surface Accumulation System Design**: Inspired by the multi-axis CNC accumulation process, the immersed surface accumulation system consisted of an optical system, a mechanical system, and a light guide tool changing system.[68] Visible light source was used in the
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**Figure 5.** a) oil absorption of the 3D-printed eggbeater structures in 1 s (red arrows show the absorption of oil); oil/water mixture separation by the printed eggbeater structure in 6 s for horizontal eggbeater structure b), tilt upside down for 180° c) and tilt for 45° d) and 90° e), respectively; f) comparison of absorption rate for different types of oil; and g) changes of weight gain with different cycles.
optical system. To minimize the chromatic aberration, a fluorescence imaging filter (purchased from Throlabs, Inc.) was added to block most of lights that had wavelengths other than 405 nm. By controlling the angle of the micromirrors, the DMD chip could individually set the brightness of each pixel in the light beam. Except that, an achromatic doublet lens with focus distance \( f = 150 \text{ mm} \) (purchased from Throlabs Inc.) was used to converge the light beams reflected by DMD chip. The collimated light went through the light guide tool which was mounted 4X Olympus plan achromatic objective lens with focus distance \( f = 15 \text{ mm} \) (purchased from Throlabs Inc.). The objective lens determined the desired dimension of the 2D light beam. The distance between the objective lens and the collimated lens can be changed based on the optical design (see Figure 2b). Multi-axis movements were integrated to change the angle of the inserted object so that features could be deposited from different surface orientations. Motivated by an automatic tool changing system in the traditional CNC machining system, a similar light guide tool changing system was developed to address the problem of building features on different object surfaces. In addition, a bottom-up frame was designed so that less resin could be used in the fabrication of microscale features (see Figure 2a).

**ISA-3D Printing of Micro Eggbeater Structure: Optimizing the super-hydrophobic performance of micro eggbeater structures requires precise control over their shape and size. The eggbeater structure array model was firstly created using Solidworks (Figure 3a) and then sliced by an in-house developed “DMD-based SL” software to get different 2D patterns (Figure 51, Supporting Information). For the generation of light beam with complex 2D microscale patterns, it needs to be correctly focused. A vision system containing a beam splitter, a convex lens and a CMOS camera was designed in the setup to observe the light beam for focusing adjustment. The captured image was displayed on a computer monitor with 50x magnifications (Figure 2d). Based on it, the focusing accuracy of the accumulation image can be adjusted. To make sure the following cured layers to stick onto the previously built layers, the moving speed of light guide tool was controlled to be 10–150 \( \mu \text{m s}^{-1} \), which was determined by the light intensity and the cure depth of the photocurable resin.\(^{[48]}\) At the same time, the exposure time was set based on the previous study and the fabrication data. The eggbeater structures form the overhang feature as shown in Figure 3a. The cure-depth of material used in this study was controlled to be 35 \( \mu \text{m} \) under full exposure by adding 0.5 wt% MWCNTs to avoid over cure in the fabrication direction.\(^{[48]}\)

The fabricated eggbeater structures were directly placed on water to study the shape change, the detachment time, the adhesive force and the adhesiveness of the fabricated eggbeater structures as a function of the number of arms and the curing time. The fabricated eggbeater structures with different number of arms were firstly fabricated. Then the oil/water mixture droplet was placed onto the top of the eggbeater structure using a syringe. The separation process was captured with an optical microscope in the side view. In order to clearly observe the separation process, oil was dyed using Oil Red Dye purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 0.1 g Oil Red Dye was added into 5 mL oil and using the magnetic stirrer for 10 min followed by ultrasonic for 5 min to promote the dissolve and homogeneous distribution. In order to test the flexibility of the 3D-printed eggbeater structure, the array was tilted for 45°, 90°, and 180°, respectively. The whole separation process was also observed by an optical microscope from the side view.
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